Sphero Edu
Professional Learning

Sphero Edu Professional Learning brings you closer to infusing Sphero robots and programming into your classroom, whether
you join us on-site or through virtual training. Our goal is to empower educators with instructional strategies and curriculum
connections while also encouraging computational thinking and practical techniques for a successful Sphero Edu integration.

Onsite Workshops
Sphero On-Site learning days would be customized training in collaboration with each school or district based on the topics,
activities, and skills they wish to explore, build, and promote. Choose from our 1 or 2 day workshops.

1 Learning Day

2 Learning Day

Start by getting acquainted with Sphero robots and the
Sphero Edu app, and then let our spirit guide take you right
into draw, block, and text coding and explore the activities
and programs the app has to offer. Get tips on the best ways
to manage Sphero Edu in your school(s) and fill your rolodex
with more resources.

In addition to all the knowledge gains you get from Day 1,
learn how to tie activities into standards, map integration
opportunities across curriculum, and connect your school or
district initiatives with Sphero Edu. You’ll also take a deeper
dive into program creation with blocks and JavaScript, learn
how to create assignments and share your work with the
community, plus get encouraged “think outside the bot” and
go beyond code.

Need more time?
If you are looking for three or more days of training please contact
edusales.inquiry@sphero.com to learn more.
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Live & Interactive Virtual Training
Get all the nuggets from on-site learning without committing an entire day. You’ll gain unlimited access to our trainers consisting
of several one-hour sessions that teach you how to get Sphero Edu up and running in your classroom.

Sphero Edu Series

Beyond the Blocks

Start by getting acquainted with Sphero robots and the
Sphero Edu app, and then let our spirit guide take you right
into draw, block, and text coding and explore the activities
and programs the app has to offer. Get tips on the best ways
to manage Sphero Edu in your class and fill your rolodex
with more resources.

Still want more? Our Beyond the Blocks series takes an
even deeper look into our products and give even more tips
and tricks for use.

Set your students up for success with Sphero Edu
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